Circuit topology refers to the arrangement of interactions between objects belonging to a linearly ordered object set. Linearly ordered set of objects are common in nature and occur in a wide range of applications in economics, computer science, social science and chemical synthesis. Examples include linear bio-polymers, linear signaling pathways in cells as well as topological sorts appearing in project management. Using a statistical mechanical treatment, we study circuit topology landscapes of linear polymer chains with intra-chain contacts as a prototype of linearly sorted objects with interactions. We find generic features of the topological space and study the statistical properties of the space under the most basic constraints on the occupancy of arrangements and topological interactions. We observe that a set of correlated contact sites (a sector) could nontrivially influence the entropy of circuits as the number of involved sites increases. Finally, we discuss how constraints can be inferred from the information provided by local contact distributions in presence of a sector.
I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular chains with intra-molecular contacts are topologically diverse. This is true even in the absence of branching and knot formation and is rooted in the variety of contact arrangements available to the chain (Fig. 1, left) . Circuit topology formalizes this notion using discrete mathematics and sets the stage for classification as well as functional and evolutionary analysis of (bio-)molecular chains based on their structural topology [1] . Two chains with the same circuit topology may differ in total length and length of inter-contact segments but have equal number of contacts with identical contact arrangements.
Circuit topology of a chain is a determinant of its function and dynamics and is in turn determined by the physico-chemical properties of the chain and its environment [1, 2] .
For example, folding rate of an isolated chain correlates with the number of contact pairs in parallel arrangement [2] . The topology influences whether distinct intermediate states are visited during folding and unfolding. Here crossed contacts are found to be the key determinants [2] . On the other hand, intrinsic and extrinsic factors determine the topological diversity of biomolecules. It is well established that the distribution of positively charged residues is a key determinant of membrane protein topology [3] . When folding of a chain occurs while the chain is sequentially synthesized, certain topologies might be kinetically populated. Evolutionary constraints also select for certain topologies with desired stability and functionality [4] . Slow folding chains are prone to unwanted interactions and aggregation and thus are disfavored. The constraints, such as those discussed above, are not represented in the free energy landscape of the chain, which maps conformations of isolated chains to their corresponding free energies.
Chain models with contacts have served as prototypes in theories of biomolecular chains and in particular RNA and protein folding and can be used to study circuit topology. Because the length of the chain is irrelevant in a topological treatment, the model can be further simplified by considering only the contacts and setting the length of every chain segment to unity. Contacts can be displayed as links between the contact sites. The chain will then be modeled by a connected graph in which the nodes correspond to the contact sites, the ordered sequence of contact sites corresponds to the polymer backbone and the remaining links represent the intra-chain contacts. The latter forms a perfect matching of the graph.
This graph representation of the chain shrinks the conformational space of the chain to a topological space.
Studying the topological diversity is technically challenging. The problem of sampling from the exponentially large space of contact configurations (perfect matchings) could be very time consuming for disordered and frustrated energy functions. An efficient way of sampling from such energy landscapes in sparsely (weakly) interacting systems is provided by the cavity method of statistical physics, relying on the Bethe approximation [5] [6] [7] . The recursive and local nature of these equations are exploited in approximate message-passing algorithms that have proven useful in the study of random constraint satisfaction and optimization problems [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
In this article, we discuss the statistical mechanical properties of a single chain that forms intra-chain binary contacts in the context of circuit topology. We use the Bethe approximation to characterize the space of contact (link) configurations assuming an energy function of two-link interactions depending on their relative position in the polymer chain.
We illustrate the constraints imposed by the energy function on the configuration space, and obtain the one-link and two-link probability distributions to see how the links are organized by changing the relevant parameters in the energy function. We also obtain the entropy (logarithm of the number of contact configurations) in terms of the two-link densities in the energy function of the system. We will see how a subset of correlated contact sites identified by a sector [14] affects the statistical properties of the chain. In particular, for specific frustrating energy functions the entropy displays a maximum for sector sizes close to half the number of contact sites. Finally, given the one-link and two-link data from structured link configurations, we try to reconstruct the energy function that statistically describes the observed data. Using this information, we can recover the contact sites of regular sectors of different sizes with an accuracy that approaches one as the number of sector sites increases.
II. DEFINITIONS
A chain with M contacts is represented with a graph containing M links with endpoints e l = (i l , j l ) labeled by l = 1, . . . , M with i l , j l ∈ {1, . . . , 2M}. The chain is directed from left to right C = {1, 2, . . . , 2M − 1, 2M}. A link configuration is defined by L = {(i l , j l )|l = 1, . . . , M} where i l = j l and links are not directed (i l , j l ) ≡ (j l , i l ). To any pair of links one of the three states may be assigned with respect to the backbone chain C: parallel (p), series (s), or cross (x), see Fig. 1 . We will study topologically different link configurations
represented by an M × M matrix A l,l ′ ∈ {p, s, x}. Note that physical length is not relevant to our study and thus we do not care if the simplified model with the presented length profile has a physical 3D realization or not.
Consider the perfect matchings of the 2M nodes i = 1, . . . , 2M on chain C where a perfect matching configuration is defined by M = {c ij = 0, 1| j =i c ij = 1, ∀i}. Each perfect matching represents a class of topologically equivalent link configurations related by a permutation of the link labels. Note that in a perfect matching labels are assigned only to the endpoints whereas in a link configuration both the endpoints and the links are labeled.
The number of perfect matchings is
for each one there are M! ways of labeling the links. In other words there are M! matrices A representing the set of topologically equivalent link configurations.
A link configuration of M links is composed of N = M(M − 1)/2 link pairs that can be classified into three disjoint subsets of size N p , N s , N x depending on their states p, s, x. The links can have an arbitrary labeling; one special case is to order the links from left to right according to their first endpoints. At some point in this paper, we will consider structured link configurations with sectors; a sector is identified by an arbitrary set of endpoints that remain (possibly differently) connected in different link configurations; we say a sector is hard if any connection between the sector sites and the other sites is forbidden. Figure 1 illustrates the definitions and notations used throughout this paper.
III. CHARACTERIZING THE CONFIGURATION MATRIX
Given a perfect matching and a link labeling, one can easily construct the unique matrix A; the endpoints (i l , j l ) and (i l ′ , j l ′ ) are enough to identify the element A l,l ′ . On the other hand, given a matrix A and a labeling, one can find the unique matching configuration corresponding to the matrix (if there exists) by solving the following constraint satisfaction problem
In words, we find the endpoints e l = (i l , j l ) that make a perfect matching and are consistent with the matrix A. Here δ e l =e l ′ = 1 if e l and e l ′ represent two disjoint links with different endpoints, otherwise it is zero. And q(e l , e l ′ ) ∈ {p, s, x} returns the state of links l and l ′ given their endpoints. The indicator function I(A) represents the constraints on the valid matrices;
I(A) = 1 if A is a valid matrix, otherwise it is zero. It seems that the constraints on the matrix elements A ll ′ can not be expressed in a local way; one needs to consider the constraints imposed on any two matrix elements, three elements, and more. From a computational point of view, the problem of deciding on the validity of an arbitrary configuration matrix could be hard, but we will see that at least for a class of ordered matrices this problem is easy.
Suppose the links are ordered according to their first endpoints, that is
We assume that i l < j l for any link l. Given matrix A, we add the links 1, 2, 3, . . . one by one (see Fig. 1 , right) to find the matching configuration. In step l we add link l and determine the link configuration just by looking at the matrix elements A l,l ′ for l ′ < l. We have to determine the relative position of the endpoints (i l , j l ) with respect to the {(i l ′ , j l ′ )|l ′ < l}.
Clearly i l > i l ′ for all l ′ < l and we need to consider only the other endpoints j l ′ . The relative position of these endpoints have already been determined in the previous steps of the process, say j 1 < j 2 < · · · j l−1 . Then we group the previous links according to the matrix elements: g p = {l ′ |A l,l ′ = p}, with g s and g x defined in a similar way. Now it is clear that
This defines the relative position of link l given links l ′ < l.
The previous paragraph somehow defines the constrains between the matrix elements A ll ′ .
As before suppose the links are ordered according to their first endpoint, and we are to add link l given the configuration of links 1, 2, . . . , l − 1. This means that in matrix A we are at row l and we want to specify the valid matrix configurations in that row {A ll ′ |l ′ < l}. The above arguments say that these elements are constrained to the following configurations:
The endpoints j l ′ that happen before i l belong to the links of group g s , those that happen after j l belong to the links of group g p , and the middle ones belong to the links of group g x .
In short, the matrix elements in rows 1, 2, . . . , l − 1 define the set of possible matrix elements in row l.
IV. CHARACTERIZING THE MATCHING CONFIGURATIONS
Consider matching configurations with a given number N p , N s , N x of link pairs (l, l ′ ) of type p, s, x, respectively. We take N = N p + N s + N x = M(M − 1)/2 and define the energy
factor M ln M is chosen to have the same scaling for the energy and the leading term of the entropy function S(n p , n s , n x ); we recall that the total number of link configurations scales as e M ln M for large M. Figure 2 shows the exact entropy we obtain for a small number of links; the entropy goes to zero for the all-(p, s, x) configurations in the corners of the entropy plot,
gets larger values when two types of contacts are allowed, and finally takes its maximum value for the neutral choice of the energy parameters λ p,s,x = 0, where n p,s,x = 1/3. In the figure we also see how the energy parameters control the two-link densities n p,s,x ; increasing λ p,s,x increases the probability of having a configuration with more of the corresponding type of contact. Note that the entropy distribution is broader in the n s direction and approaches a nonzero value for n s → 0. We observe the same behaviors for larger number of links using the following approximate algorithm.
Let us represent a perfect matching by the set of endpoints e = {e l = (i l , j l )|l = 1, . . . , M} assigned to the M link variables, such that for any two different links e l = e l ′ . Then, we consider the following probability measure in the space of link configurations
We will compute the local marginals µ l (e l ), µ ll ′ (e l , e l ′ ), . . . of the µ(e) within the Bethe approximation. Moreover, we assume the relevant link configurations are organized in a simple and connected region of the configuration space; this is called the replica symmetric approximation [7] . To this end, we need to write the recursive equations for the cavity marginals µ l→l ′ (e l ) of having endpoints e l for link l in the absence of link l ′ ,
These are the so-called belief propagation (BP) equations [7, 15] . Note that for large M some of the cavity marginals µ l→l ′ (e l ) could take very small values increasing the numerical errors. To get around this problem, one can instead work with the cavity fields
with respect to a reference link variable e 0 .
The above equations can be solved by iteration starting from random initial messages.
The fixed-point cavity marginals are enough to compute the interesting average quantities n p,s,x , and the entropy S(n p , n s , n x ) as described in more details in Appendix A. In addition, we explain another efficient representation of the problem working with the matching variables c ij ∈ {0, 1}. In Appendix C, we give the parameter values for which the BP algorithm converges; the maximum entropy region around λ p,s,x = 0 is surrounded by a region that the algorithm does not converge, but still the entropy has a significant value. This could happen if strong correlations impose a more complicated organization of the relevant link configurations in the configuration space [7] . (bottom-middle) Giving less weight to series two-links leads to links with a broad range of lengths, and starting mostly at the beginning of the chain. (bottom-left) Giving less weight to parallel two-links leads to nearly short links concentrated mostly in the beginning and end of the chain.
V. SECTORS: IMPLICATIONS AND INFERENCE
Let us consider a hard sector where any link connects either two sites inside or outside the sector set. The sector is defined by an arbitrary subset of contact sites S = {i 1 , . . . , i |S| } that could be distributed randomly or regularly, and energy parameters (λ and other statistical properties of the chain by the BP equations given above; but, now an endpoint inside the sector can be connected only to another one in the same sector. In this section, we mainly focus on the inverse problem of inferring the sector from an appropriate set of observation data. Obviously, we first need to solve the froward problem of computing the expectation values of the relevant quantities, as explained in the previous section. The energy function we considered in the above sections was indeed devised to explore [20] , the right energy function to model the system is
Given the parameters λ(r) and λ p,s,x (d), we can use Bethe approximation as before to compute the averages M(r) and N p,s,x (d) . In the inverse problem, we are given the average numbers, and look for the energy parameters describing the data [17] [18] [19] .
In practice, we solve the inverse problem by iteration [21, 22] : Starting from an initial set of parameters we compute the above averages within the Bethe approximation. We then apply incremental changes to the parameters according to deviations of the average values from their target values M * (r) and N * p,s,x (d),
with 0 < η ≪ 1. Figure 6 shows the one-link probability distributions in the reconstructed model obtained, using this protocol, for a system of link variables in the presence of a hard sector. Here the sector consists of L/2 sites in the middle of the chain, and the data come from randomly generated link configurations respecting the constraints imposed by the sector (Fig 1 shows one sample configuration) . As the figure shows, we can observe the signature of the sector already in the one-link distribution µ l (e, r). Finally, we can repeat the above procedure to find better models, but this time we add an external field to disfavor the less probable connections suggested by µ l (e, r) in the previous stage (see Appendix C).
In principle, to infer the sector sites we need to study the likelihood of the model [21] , ∝ Pr(σ)Pr(D|λ, σ), where σ defines the position of the sector sites, and Pr(σ) gives the prior probability of having σ. Pr(D|λ, σ) is the probability of observing the data D given the model parameters λ and the sector σ. Here, for simplicity, we try a naive two-stage strategy using the reconstructed one-link probability distribution.
More specifically, given the µ l (e, r) we infer the sector contact sites by maximizing the probability
Here (i = e, j = e + r), and α ij ≡ Mµ l (i, j)(1 − µ l (i, j)) M/2−1 is the connection probability.
Moreover, σ i = 1 if site i belongs to the sector, otherwise σ i = 0. To find the σ maximizing the above probability, we make use of the Bethe approximation to compute the marginals ν i (σ i ) of the joint probability distribution ∝ e −βE(σ) , where β is an inverse temperature parameter. Then, we take the limit β → ∞ of the finite-temperature BP equations to obtain the so-called minsum equations [15] , by assuming an appropriate scaling for the BP marginals (see Appendix B),
We solve the equations for the cavity messages h i→j by iteration, and compute the local messages h i considering all the incoming messages from the neighboring variables. These 
VI. DISCUSSION
Circuit topology is a molecular property that describes arrangement of intra molecular contacts and critically determines dynamics and function of biomolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids [1] . Here we explored the space of available circuit topologies through clarifying fundamental constraints on the configuration matrix A. We then studied how one can construct a link configuration given an ordered configuration matrix. We showed that the problem of deciding on the validity of such a configuration matrix is computationally easy.
We used the cavity method of statistical physics to explore the space of link configurations using an energy function of the two-link densities n p,s,x . Exact computation of the entropy function S(n p , n s ) for small number of links shows that configurations with small n s are more frequent than those of small n p . Approximate computations for larger number of links show similar behaviors for the entropy function. Moreover, the convergence pattern of the BP algorithm suggests that link variables are more correlated in the region of small n p than for small n s or n x . This is close to the region that typical link configurations exhibit some degree of modularity, as observed for λ p = 0, λ s,x = 1 in Fig. 3 .
The analysis of the one-link and two-link probability distributions showed that structure of link configurations changes considerably by varying the energy parameters λ p,s,x (conjugate to densities n p,s,x ); in particular, the typical configurations for n s,x > n p exhibit a modular structure with components concentrated on the two sides of the chain. The simplicity of the model system used in this study serves in disentangling the role of topology from other structural features such as size, steric constraints and chemical structure of the polymer building blocks. In realistic settings, considering non-topological properties is often inevitable. We note that the energy constraint used in this study can be tailor-made for different molecular systems based on experimental data. Our aim in this article was to provide proof-of-concept study of using statistical mechanics to molecular topology.
VII. CONCLUSION
Structural topology of a linearly sorted multi-component system is often a critical determinant of its function and dynamics, thus controlling the topology of the system is of prime importance. In bimolecular systems, native topology reflects the evolutionary constraints imposed on the systems, while in engineering systems one needs to constraint the space of available topologies to ensure desired outcomes. For biomolecular system, arrangement of intramolecular contacts is the most relevant topological feature. Here, using a simple model of folded linear biomolecule, we explored the space of available contact arrangements and examined the impact of constraints on the topology of folded linear chains. Our approach enables identification of the underlying structural design principles and inference of associated evolutionary constraints and, as such, it potentially helps in understanding the functioning and the evolution of these systems. Further it may inspire engineers to build molecular systems with new functionalities for technological applications.
Structural topology of a molecular system is often a critical determinant of its function and dynamics, thus controlling the topology of the system is of prime importance. For linear biopolymers, arrangement of intramolecular contacts is the most relevant topological feature. Here, using a simple model of folded linear biomolecules, we explored, for the first time, the space of available contact arrangements and examined the impact of constraints on the topology of folded linear chains. We found that the form of the imposed constraints critically determine not only the pairwise arrangement of contacts but also the global shape of the folded polymer. This capability allowed us to systematically search for the emergence of folded domains and sectors by varying the relevant order parameters. Our finding is particularly important for molecular engineering where one needs to constraint the space of available topologies to ensure desired functional outcomes.
Our approach enables identification of the underlying structural design principles and inference of associated constraints and, as such, it potentially helps in understanding the functioning and the evolution of folded biomolecules, ranging from protein and RNA to chromosomes (e.g. topologically associated domains in chromosomes). In biomolecular systems, native topology reflects the constraints imposed on the systems during the synthesis as well as those imposed in the course of evolution. We demonstrated how one could infer the form of the imposed constraints from naturally occurring arrangement of contacts, which can in turn be readily extracted from coordinate files available in the databases. In the future, we foresee application of this approach to studies on molecular evolution as well on in vivo molecular folding processes where a number of physical constraints guide the conformational search of biopolymers to their native states. Further, the capability to infer constraints from natural systems may inspire engineers to build molecular systems with new functionalities for technological applications.
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Appendix A: Details of the belief propagation equations
We start from the partition function
δ e l =e l ′ eλ p δ q(e l ;e l ′ ),p +λsδ q(e l ;e l ′ ),s +λxδ q(e l ;e l ′ ),x ,
which is a weighted sum over the link configurations e satisfying the perfect matching constraints. We divided the right hand side by M! to cancel the overcounting resulted from different link permutations. For large M, the partition function can be rewritten as
Here e (M ln M )S(np,ns,nx) is the number of matchings of given densities n p,s,x = N p,s,x /N. Note that the total number of perfect matchings is e ln(2M )!−ln M !−M ln 2 which for large M scales as
We will use the Bethe approximation to compute φ(λ p , λ s , λ x ), and then by the Legendre transformation we will obtain the entropy function,
The values n * p,s,x are determined by the saddle-point equations,
and similarly for n * s,x . The central quantities in the Bethe approximation are the cavity marginals µ l→l ′ (e l ), giving the probability of having endpoints e l for link l in the absence of interactions and constraints involving e l ′ [7, 15] . The cavity marginal µ l→l ′ (e l ) is obtained by considering the cavity messages from the other variables µ l ′′ →l (e l ′′ ), and the local constraints depending on the (e l , e l ′′ ),
We solve the equations by iteration, starting from random initial marginals and updating the µ l→l ′ (e l ) in a random sequential way according to the above equations.
Having the cavity marginals, the two-link marginals read
The free energy in the Bethe approximation is given by (M ln M)φ = l ∆φ l − l<l ′ ∆φ ll ′ − ln M!, where ∆φ l and ∆φ ll ′ are the local free energy shifts [7] . These are the changes in the free energy after adding the constraints and the energy terms depending on e l , and those that involve (e l , e l ′ ), namely,
Here the links are equivalent, so we rewrite the BP equations as
Let us represent e l by its first endpoint and its length (e, r), then the above equation reads
where
e−e ′ −1
Similarly, we obtain
µ(e, r)[eλ 
Moreover, we have
µ(e, r)w p (e, r).
1. An alternative representation
We may as well use the matching variables c ij ∈ {0, 1}, showing the connectivity of nodes i and j, to rewrite the partition function A1 as
This representation of the problem is more efficient than the one we used above but the BP equations are more involved; we have to distinguish between two kinds of BP message µ (ij)→i (c ij ) and µ (ij)→(kl) (c ij ). The former is the probability of c ij in absence of the matching
, and the latter is computed in absence of two-link interaction
The BP equations governing these cavity marginals are
and
Similarly, we can compute the one-link marginals µ (ij) (c ij ) and the two-link marginals
Appendix B: Details of the minsum equations
Consider a system of interacting site variables σ i ∈ {0, 1} for i = 1, . . . , L, with energy
, where
The α ij are here parameters, giving the probability of having a link connecting sites i, j.
We start from the finite-temperature BP equations for the cavity marginals of the probability distribution of variable configurations P(σ) ∝ e −βE(σ) ,
This is the probability of state σ i for site i in the absence of interaction with site j. It is more appropriate to work with the cavity fields
where the BP equations read
Now take the limit β → ∞ of the above equations. The resulting equations for the cavity messages h i→j are called minsum equations [15] and read
We solve the minsum equations for the cavity messages by iteration, starting from random initial messages. In the end, the local messages h i are obtained like the cavity ones but considering all the incoming messages from the neighboring variables.
To find a configuration minimizing the energy, we use the reinforcement algorithm [16] : In each step of updating the cavity messages, we add external fields that polarize the messages in the direction suggested by the local messages. More precisely, the reinforced minsum equations read
Similarly, we update the local messages
The reinforcement parameter r(t) is zero at the beginning of the algorithm (t = 0) and grows slowly by t, for example as r(t + 1) = r(t) + δ.
Here we present more details of the numerical simulations and figures obtained in this study. , we run the inverse algorithm with an additional external field disfavoring some connections according to the one-link probability distribution µ l (e, r) provided by model (a). µ l (e, r) is the probability of having a link with first endpoint e and length r.
